Niagara Falls #2

TITLE: Health and Happiness

DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
1. More transit/better access, more options.
2. Plan for climate change within and outside of region.
3. Revitalize what we have developed already, dense areas, historic areas.
4. Preserve farmland, better access to fresh, local and healthy food.

NOTES:
- Land bank/transform to large lots, greenbelt.
- Fill in empty areas, but do it carefully.
- Mixed income housing.
- Transit line or light rail should be developed, and make it more accessible.
- Rail along waterfront to connect those great places.
- Use rails and transit to capitalize on NF tourism.
- Strengthen neighborhoods that are on the edge.
- Climate change impacts on food, elsewhere that would come here, what we can grow here for us and for elsewhere.
- Getting people to hubs (airport)
- Hustle and bustle on space.
- Different definitions about quality of life.
- Take advantage of natural beauty; capitalize on the city near natural assets.
- Sell ourselves.
- Better value our historic places.
- Transportation, light rail, way to connect everything; connections here and elsewhere, gateway to Canada.